
4. lIn each fîshing season of the Regime, the Governient of Canada shall
limit fishing for aibacore tuna by its vessels in the BEZ of the United
States to 110 troll vessels. The Governinent of the United States shall
limit fishing for aibacore tuna by its vessels ini the EEZ of Canada to a
number of vessels reflective of historical levels.

5. if at any point during the terin of this regime a Party receives a request
for resolution of a matter related to the implementation of this Treaty
with specific regard to the Regime, and notwithstanding the
consultations contexnplated in paragraphs one and two of Article VI of
the Treaty, the Parties nxay establlsh through an exchange of letters
setting out a mutually held understanding on thic ternis of reference for
an ad hoc consultative group consisting of an equal number of experts
knowledgeable about the Pacific aibacore tuna fishing industry who
will serve in their personal capacity for the purpose of examining
questions of implementation referred by the Parties.

(a) The Parties will set out any question or matter of différence
between them mnvolvmng flic rights, obligations or interests of
cither in relation to the other or to the inhabitants of the other.

(b) Each Party will be responsible for deternxining the manner in
which the travel and other costs associated with the operations
of the consultative group for the members of the group that
they nominate will be provided, aud for the respective shares.

(c) Each Party will be responsible for detemmniniug thxe manner in
which auy jointly incurred expenses associated with thxe
operations of the consultative group are funded.

(d) Any report submitted by the group should represent a
consensus of the members appointed, but in the absence of a
consensus, two reports, one by a nxajority of the members and
the other by a minority of the members, or a report ecd
should thic views of the group be equally divided, may be
submitted to thxe Parties for their further consideration.


